1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The second most common cancer in the world is Breast Cancer (BC). United States Cancer Society report showed that about 1.3 million American women were diagnosed with BC and 0,5 million death each year because of malignancies ([@b0015]). The increased number of BC cases reported from different hospitals in most previous epidemic studies observed in Saudi Arabia (SA), although female breast cancer in SA has a lower incidence. Saudi Cancer Registry has confirmed that female breast cancer was the most prevalent Saudi cancer in the 14 years period (1994 -- 2008) compared to other developed countries ([@b0115], [@b0010], [@b0105]). The awareness of the risk factor of breast cancer is also slightly adequate, which could have a significant impact on many etiological factors, including genetic, reproductive, ecological and socioeconomic factors. In Arab countries most of these variables were not explored in depth ([@b0110], [@b0005]), we have sought to identify the highest risk factors for breast cancer with standard logistic regression models, which have been used for data analysis in many areas over the past decade.

Here, logistical concepts are briefly described as statistics with a fast-logistical distribution function account, simple logistic regression analysis, multiple logistics regression models, coefficients meaning testing and confidence interval assessment. Furthermore we define how the optimal logistic regression model is to choose variables that result in a "best" model in the empirical contexts of the problem, and how best to interpret the data and match the estimated logistic regression model, In our study population, we have predicted the most significant BC risk factors which could help to develop BC risk reduction strategies.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Study design {#s0015}
-----------------

From January 2017 to December 2017, the case management study was conducted in King Abd Alla Medical Centre (KAMC), Mecca, SA. The incident case of patient admitted in the KAMC due to diagnosis with breast cancer were chosen for the study, all women confirmed diagnosis with breast cancer were interviewed by one investigator. For access to the corresponding KAMC information, written consent was obtained from the Supervisor of KAMC Review Board for all cases and control samples included in the analysis and no direct contact was established.

2.2. Case sample {#s0020}
----------------

Breast cancer patient's records at KAMC, from January 2017 up to December 2017, were chosen. Data collected throw questionnaire including socio-demographic factors (age, and marital status), reproductive factors (parity, age at first pregnancy, menopausal status, and breast-feeding) and body mass index (BMI). In addition to specialist and pathology records from which risk factors can be identified, the data collection of patients with breast cancer is accomplished by analyzing patient information through a direct interview between the patient and the related clinician.

2.3. Control sample {#s0025}
-------------------

The control women were recruited randomly, residing in the same geographical region and admitted to the KAMC without a history of breast problems or neoplastic diseases. The demographic and risk factors data were collected by means of interview schedule, including information about the control same as in cases.

2.4. Data set {#s0030}
-------------

Following approval from the reviewing committee, the data for this analysis were obtained from KAMC. The National Institutes of Health accredited all researchers to protect participants in human research.

This study was conducted based on a sample of 405 people, including 135 cases (patients with breast cancer) and 270 control cases (not patients with breast cancer). Among women with breast cancer, 112 (83.0%) and 217 (80.4%) control are married. There were socio-demographic (age, and marital) factors, reproductive (parity, first pregnancy age, menopausal status, breast-feeding) and BMI as the risk factors assessed for the model\'s adaptation.

2.5. Methods {#s0035}
------------

We have followed [@b0110] methods. The relationship between a binary variable and one or more explanatory values is defined by the logistic regression method ([Appendix A](#s0005){ref-type="sec"}) according to [@b0055], [@b0050], [@b0040], [@b0100], [@b0110], and [@b0005].

2.6. Statistical analysis {#s0040}
-------------------------

Logistic regression helps to model the probability of women developing BC based on social-demographic (age and marital status), reproductive (parity, age at first birth, menopausal status and breast-feeding) and BMI variables. These variables are calculated according to [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. The research was conducted on the predictive effect of each variable in relation to breast cancer risk in order to calculate odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI), as illustrated by [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}, [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}, [Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"}, [Table 9](#t0045){ref-type="table"} of the ([Appendix A](#s0005){ref-type="sec"}), Eqs. [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(1)](#e0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#e0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} of ([Appendix B](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}) ([@b0020], [@b0080]), and Eq. [(5)](#e0025){ref-type="disp-formula"} of ([Appendix C](#s0045){ref-type="sec"}), ([@b0045], [@b0090], [@b0025], [@b0020], [@b0080], [@b0075], [@b0120], [@b0070]). Risk factors associated with breast cancer have been entered into a multivariate logistic regression analysis of the forward-looking range.Table 1Frequency distribution of socio-demographic factors.VariablesCase No (%)Control No (%)*χ^2^*P -valueAge group (years old)18.9680.00030 and less2 (1.5)4 (1.5)31-- 409 (6.7)21 (7.8)41--5065 (48.1)129 (47.8)51-- 6055 (40.7)109 (40.4)Above 604 (3.0)7 (2.6)  Marital status13.4520.001Single7 (5.2)15 (5.6)Married112 (83.0)217 (80.4)Divorced6 (4.4)14 (5.2)Widowed10 (7.4)24 (8.8)

3. Results {#s0045}
==========

3.1. Socio-demographic factors {#s0050}
------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Age {#s0055}

Breast cancer cases and controls were detected in patients as young as 29 years and as old as 69 years with a mean ± S.E. 46.5 ± 0.573 and 45.5 ± 0.433 years for cases and controls, respectively as shown in ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).

### 3.1.2. Marital status {#s0060}

Distribution of patients and controls according to the age group and marital status shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, and [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. 5.2% comprised of breast cancer cases and only 5.6% of control subjects respondents were married ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 1Distribution of patients and controls according to age group (1.a) and marital status (1.b).

Results from ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}), shows that the maximum risk factors is in the age group of 41 to 51 with the cases of 65 out of 129 control samples, followed by 55 cases of breast cancer from the age group of 51 to 60 out of 109 controls and less case of 2 out of 4 was observed in the age group with less than 30. However, results of risk factor such as marital status was observed in married cases were high with 112 cases out of 217, compared to 6 cases with divorced out of 14, single risk factor had least 7 cases out of 15 control and 10 widowed cases out of 24 control.

As shown in ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}), BMI there had a significance p-value (0.000) in which (42.3%) of cases were obese, whereas 30.8% of control subjects were obese ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).Table 2Distribution of patients and controls according to body mass index (BMI).VariablesCase No (%)Control No (%)χ^2^P -valueBMI at diagnoses33.740.000\<201 (0.7)49 (18.1)20--2427 (20.0)75 (27.8)25--2950 (37.0)63 (23.3)\>3057 (42.3)83 (30.8)Fig. 2Distribution of patients and controls according to BMI.

The more cases were observed with the BMI \> 30 with the cases of 57 out of 83, 50 cases out of 63 controls were observed with the BMI 25--29, followed by the cases with 27 out of 75 with BMI 20--24, only one case was observed out of 40 controls with the BMI \< 20.

Significance p-value was shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} regarding the distribution of patients and the controls group. Our results suggest that women with more number of children like \> 10 was observed with 2 cases taking from 78 controls, 54 cases was observed from 49 with women bearing 5--10 children, 42 cases of breast cancer from 50 women having 1--4 children, 37 cases out of 93 controls were observed with women with 0 number of children [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}.Table 3Distribution of patients and controls according to Number of children.VariablesCase No (%)Control No (%)*χ^2^*P -value**Number of children**037 (27.4)93 (34.4)30.6910.0001--442 (31.1)50 (18.5)5--1054 (40.0)49 (18.1)\>102 (1.5)78 (28.9)Fig. 3Distribution of patients and controls according to number of children.

Distribution of patients and controls according to breast-feeding as shown in ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}), and ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). According to the case study the women doing breast feeding were observed with cases No.53 and 106 were observed as controls, whereas 82 women cases was observed out of 164 controls with no breast feeding.Table 4Distribution of patients and controls according to breast- feeding.Breast feedingCase N\
(%)Control N (%)*χ^2^*P -valueNo82 (60.7)164 (60.7)0.7270.394Yes53 (39.3)106 (9.3)Fig. 4Distribution of patients and controls according to breast-feeding.

In [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, and [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, show the distribution of patients and controls according to reproductive variables as first pregnancy, family history, and menopausal state. For age ≤30, the 84 cases were observed with 148 control, in the variables at age ≥30 only 14 cases were observed with 29 control, while in nulliparous 37 cases out of 93 were observed with no significant difference (P-value \>0.05). For the family with breast cancer history, 36 cases out of 20, whereas females with no family history showed 48 cases out of 111 with high significant difference (P-value \<0.05). As well as, the risk factor such as menopausal no significant difference (P-value \>0.05) as for age ≤ 45 women were 5 out of 8, women with 46--50 years cases were 51 out of 104, and women \> 50 years showed 28 cases out of 67 control.Table 5Distribution of patients and controls according to reproductive variables.VariablesCase N\
(%)Control N (%)*χ^2^*P -value**Age at first pregnancy**≤3084 (62.2)148 (54.8)2.2370.271\>3014 (10.4)29 (10.7)Nulliparous37 (27.4)93 (34.4)  **Family history**Yes36 (26.7)20 (7.4)31.1010.000No48 (35.5)111 (41.1)Not sure51 (37.8)139 (51.5)  **Menopausal status**≤455 (3.7)8 (3.0)4.3640.06046--50 years51 (37.8)104 (38.5)\>50 years28 (20.7)67 (24.8)Not sure51 (37.8)91 (33.7)Table 6Variable in Model -1.Variable$\hat{\beta}$SE ($\hat{\beta}$)WaldP-value$O\hat{R}$95% CI$O\hat{R}$LowerUpperAge group1.4480.35716.4930.0004.2542.1158.555Marital status (MS)−0.9980.4684.5430.0330.3690.1470.923BMI0.4160.1725.8700.0151.5151.0832.121Family history (FH)0.7250.17816.4990.0002.0641.4552.927Age of first pregnancy (AP)0.6620.3463.6490.0561.9380.9833.823Parity (P)−0.6970.2329.0770.0030.4980.3160.784Menopausal status (MnS)−1.1200.3559.9600.0020.3260.1630.654Constant−3.1731.3465.5590.0180.042Table 7Variables in Model -2**.**Variable$\hat{\beta}$S.E. ($\hat{\beta}$)WaldP-value$O\hat{R}$95% CI$O\hat{R}$LowerUpperAge at first pregnancy (AP)−5.4582.2216.0410.0140.0040.0000.331Parity (P)1.3810.8132.8850.0893.9780.80919.569Breast feeding (BF)−1.4960.9032.7490.0970.2240.0381.313Constant−0.0691.2020.0030.9550.934Table 8Variables in Model-3.Variable$\hat{\beta}$S.E. ($\hat{\beta}$)WaldP-value$O\hat{R}$95% CI$O\hat{R}$LowerUpperMenopausal status0.5990.14616.8850.0001.8211.3682.424Constant−0.7950.16622.9170.0000.452Table 9Model assessment.Step−2 Log likelihoodCox & Snell R SquareNagelkerke R Square1213.013^a^0.2930.3982213.458^a^0.2920.396Hosmer and Lemeshow TestStepChi-squaredfSig.17.90680.0013213.18180.001431.99860.00[^1][^2]Fig. 5Distribution of patients and controls according to age at first pregnancy (5.a), family history (5.b) and menopausal status (5.c).

All variables show significance variation, ([Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}), by using Model -1 as follows:$$\begin{matrix}
{Logit\left( \hat{P} \right) = - 3.173 + \text{1.488Age} + \text{0.725FH} - {\text{1.20MnS} - \text{0.998MS}}} \\
{\begin{matrix}
\, & \, \\
\end{matrix} - \text{0.697P} + \text{0.662AP} + \text{0.416BMI}} \\
\end{matrix}$$

By using fitted Model-2, the age at first pregnancy shows significance variation with P-value (0.014) other variables were not significance ([Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}).$$Logit\left( \hat{P} \right) = - 0.069 - 5.458\mspace{6mu}\text{AP} + 1.381\text{P}\mspace{6mu} - \mspace{6mu}\text{1.496}BF$$

By using fitted Model-3, the Menopausal status shows significance variation ([Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"}). Logit $\left( \hat{P} \right) = - 0.795 + 0.599MnS$ [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}

The evaluation of Model in ([Table 9](#t0045){ref-type="table"}), showed that R^2^ = 0.398, in addition, R^2^ value was low and small, but showed statistically significant forecasts (P-value \< 0.05). Important assumptions were made about the relationship between changes in predictor values and changes in response value. Regardless of the R^2^, the mean change in the answer for a unit of predictor change always reflects the relevant coefficients while other predictors are constant in the model. This type of information will certainly be of enormous value.

4. Discussion {#s0065}
=============

Backward elimination was conducted using SPSS version 21 software (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), and logistic regression was analyzed to the factors such as socio-demographic (age and marital status), reproductive (parity, age at first pregnancy, menopausal status and breast-feeding), and BMI. By using logistic regression models, we have found that there is a significant correlation between the BMI and an increase in the number of cases of breast cancer ([@b0085]), which means that obese women can be at high risk for breast cancer and the results are an alignment with what has been stated by [@b0070]. In addition, mothers with more children played a protective role in our data on breast cancer. Family history, on the other hand, plays a significant role, as in most other reports ([@b0040], [@b0070]). Family history is a risk factor in previous studies ([@b0030]), and logistic regression model is one of the best models used to determine risk factors ([@b0065]).

In the current study, breast feeding did not play a protective role in breast cancer, since a smaller number of breast feeding cases were observed. Some studies suggest it is possible to prevent breast cancer by breast-feeding and some studies have shown that breast cancer risk does not affect lactation ([@b0095]). Nevertheless, epidemiological studies have indicated that populations with normal long lactation periods pose low breast cancer risks ([@b0095]). These conflicting results suggest that the effects of breast cancer risk factors are likely to be small. It is definitely of interest to consider how lactation could help to prevent breast cancer, as it is a modifiable risk factor. Understanding the role of lactation may help us to understand the etiology of a disease of immense importance for public health. The women bearing a greater number of children earlier reported in lowering the breast cancer ([@b0060]), also menopausal stages effect risk of breast cancer ([@b0035]).

5. Conclusions {#s0070}
==============

Based on our data and tables suggested that the risk factor for developing breast cancer was at age group of 41--50, those are married having BMI \> 30, bearing less children, not breast feeding, having pregnancy at the age of ≥30, though showing family history and menopausal status at the age of 46--50 had more number of breast cancer cases, whereas women who are single age less than 30, BMI \<20 has less cases of breast cancer, data also suggest us that the women bearing children \>10 and also breast feeding plays as protective role in developing breast cancer, and also less number of cases were observed with menopausal status at the age ≤45.

Appendix A. Methods {#s0090}
===================

We followed the methods of [@b0110]. The relation between the binary variable with one or more explicatory variables is defined by the logistic regression model. The purpose of research with logistic regression is the same as that with a linear regression model in which it is believed that the dependent variable is continuous or distinct. The response variable is usually dichotomous in logistic regression, where the response variable may take value 1 with success probability p or value 0. with probability of failure 1-p. This type of variable is known as a binary. The relationship between predictor and response variables in logistic regression is not a linear function; instead, a logistic regression function is used, given as ([@b0020], [@b0080], [@b0070]).$$P\left( x \right) = \frac{\exp\left( {\beta_{0} + \beta_{i}x} \right)}{1 + \exp\left( {\beta_{0} + \beta_{i}x} \right)}$$

The logit transformation is a transformation of P(x) which is central to our study of logistic regression. This transformation is defined, in terms of P(x), as follows:$$g\left( x \right) = \log it\left( {p\left( x \right)} \right) = \ln\frac{p\left( x_{i} \right)}{1 - p\left( x_{i} \right)} = \beta_{0} + \beta_{i}x$$where *β~o~* and *β~i~* are the logistic intercept and coefficients, respectively.

The parameters in this model, $\beta_{0} + \beta_{i}x$, can no longer be estimated by least squares, but are found using the maximum likelihood method. The probability of success vs. failure is determined by logistic regression; therefore, the results of the analysis are in the form of an odds ratio. Logistic regression also shows connections between variables and strengths. The Wald statistics are typically used to determine the value for each independent variable of the single logistic regression coefficients. The Wald statistic for the β~i~ coefficient is:$$\mathit{Wald} = \left\lbrack \frac{\beta_{i}}{S.E.\left( \beta_{i} \right)} \right\rbrack^{2}$$

This value is distributed as chi-square with 1 degree of freedom. The Wald statistic is the square of the (asymptotic) t-statistic. The Wald statistic can be used to calculate a confidence interval for βi. We can assert with 100 (1 − α)% confidence that the true parameter lies in the interval with boundaries$\hat{\beta} \pm Z_{\alpha/2}\left( \mathit{ASE} \right)$, where ASE is the asymptotic standard error of logistic$\hat{\beta}$. Estimates of parameters are derived using the maximum likelihood principle; Hypothesis tests are therefore based on comparisons between probabilities or deviances of nested models. The probability ratio check uses the ratio of the maximized probability value for the complete model (L1) to the maximized probability function value for the simplified model (L0). The likelihood-ratio test statistic equals:$$- 2\log\left( \frac{L_{0}}{L_{1}} \right) = - 2\left\lbrack {\log\left( L_{0} \right) - \log\left( L_{1} \right)} \right\rbrack = - 2\left( {L_{0} - L_{1}} \right)$$

This log transformation of the likelihood functions yields a chi-squared statistic. This is the recommended test statistics for a model with a rear removal process. The reverse removal process seems to be the preferred method of exploratory tests where the study starts with an entire or saturated model and variables in an iterative process are removed from the model. After removing each variable, the model fit is tested to ensure it fits the data properly. If the model cannot remove any more variables, the analysis is complete ([@b0120]).

Appendix B. Validation {#s0095}
======================

The validation test was carried out to determine if the study of logistic regression was satisfactory. The estimated accurate case percentage from major samples must be equal to or greater than the actual sample percentage. For calculating the percentage of correct instances, validation uses the other sample data with the same coefficient values as main data. First, the data were divided into two groups. In order to determine coefficient values, 80 percent of the first data group was used as the key data. For validating the main results, the second group comprised 20 percent of the samples. The probability of each example from the validated data was determined after the coefficient values were obtained from the main data. Probability was defined as:$$P\left( {Y = m} \right) = \frac{\exp\left( {g\left( x \right)} \right)}{1 + \exp\left( {g\left( x \right)} \right)}$$

The reference probability was defined as:$$P\left( {Y = 0} \right) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left( {g\left( x \right)} \right)},\,\text{with}\, g\left( x \right) = \beta_{0} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{\beta_{i}x_{i}}$$

$\beta_{0}$ is the intercept coefficient values, whereas $\beta_{i}$ is the coefficient value of each factor contributing to occurrence With the observed probability, the probability of each test has been cross-validated. The percentage of correct classification cases has been obtained for cross-validation. Next, The correct classification case percentages of validated data is equivalent to the correct classification case percentage of principal data. There were two groups of results. In deciding the logistic regression model, the first 110 samples were taken. To validate the pattern, the remaining samples were used. To assess the percentage of correct classification events, the verified findings were used ([@b0050]).

Appendix C. Variable selection {#s0100}
==============================

It is critical that the model contains all relevant variables and does not start with more than the number of observations justified ([@b0025], [@b0020], [@b0080]). Additional variables typically produce a better model that fits the data for a dataset. Excessive variables, however, influence the model coefficient and help overfit the model. A complex model with many small variables will lead to less predictive power and make interpreting the results difficult. The statistical variable selection process is based on two procedures. Next, interactions are shown as product terms in the interaction study, which is a concept of the regression model and not a single predictor variable, but rather the product of two predictors ([@b0090], [@b0075]). Interaction experiments were carried out to determine each variable\'s important values. Co-linearity analysis is the second method. With the consequent lack of statistical significance the disparity associated with these coefficients increases ([@b0040]). The study of co-linearity was based on essential interaction test values. Each variable must have significant values less than 0.20 ([@b0090]), used in the study of the logistic regression model ([@b0050]).

 {#s0105}

Distribution of Age groups (cases and control) according risk factors.

(see [Table 1a](#t0050){ref-type="table"}, [Table 1b](#t0055){ref-type="table"}, [Table 1c](#t0060){ref-type="table"}, [Table 1d](#t0065){ref-type="table"}, [Table 1e](#t0070){ref-type="table"}, [Table 1f](#t0075){ref-type="table"}, [Table 1g](#t0080){ref-type="table"}).Table 1aDistribution of age groups according to age at 1st pregnancy.**Age at 1st pregnancyEver\< 30\>30Total**P-value**N (%)N (%)N (%)N (%)ControlAge groups30 and less**2 (50.0%)1 (25%)1 (25%)4(100%)0.148**31**--**40**6 (28.6%)15 (71.4%)0 (0%)21(100%)**41**--**50**36 (27.9%)87 (60.5%)15 (11.6%)129 (100%)**51**--**60**48 (44.0%)48 (44.0%)13 (11.9%)109(100%)**above 60**2 (28.6%)5 (71.4%)0 (0%)7(100%)**Total94 (34.81%)147 (54.4%)29 (10.7%)270(100%)**  **caseAge group30 and less**2 (100.0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)2 (100.0%)**31**--**40**3 (33.3%)4 (44.4%)2 (22.2%)9 (100%)0.195**41**--**50**16 (24.6%)45 (69.2%)4 (6.2%)65 (100%)**51**--**60**13 (23.6%)33 (60%)9 (16.4%)55 (100**above 60**2 (50%)2 (50%)0 (0%)4 (100%)**Total36 (26.7%)84 (62.2%)15 (11.1%)135 (100%)**Table 1bDistribution of Age groups according to BMI**.BMI\< 2020--2425--29\>=30Total**P -value**N (%)N (%)N (%)N (%)N (%)ControlAge group30 and less**0 (0%)1 (25%)0 (0%)3 (75%)4(100%)0.119**31**--**40**3 (14.3%)4 (19%)6 (28.6%)8 (38.1%)21(100%)**41**--**50**22 (17.1%)37 (28.7%)36 (27.9%)34 (26.4%)129 (100%)**51**--**60**24 (22%)32 (29.4%)17 (15.6%)36 (33%)109(100%)**above 60**0 (0%)2 (28.6%)4 (57.1%)1 (14.3%)7(100%)**Total49 (18.1%)76 (28.1%)63 (23.3%)82 (30.4%)270(100%)**  **caseAge groups30 and less**0 (0%)1 (50%)1 (50%)0 (0%)2 (100.0%)**31**--**40**0 (0%)0 (0%)4 (44.4%)5 (55.6%)9 (100%)0.509**41**--**50**0 (0%)14 (21.5%)24 (36.9%)27 (41.5%)65 (100%)**51**--**60**1 (1.8%)11 (20%)21 (38.2%)22 (40%)55 (1 0 0)**above 60**0 (0%)1 (25%)0 (0%)3 (75%)4 (100%)**Total1 (0.7%)27 (20%)50 (37%)57 (42.2%)135 (100%)**Table 1cDistribution of age groups according to menopausal status.**Menopausal Status45 and less46**--**50Above 50Total**P -value**N (%)N (%)N (%)N (%)ControlAge groups30 and less**4 (100.0%)0 (0.0%)0 (0.0%)4(100%)0.000**31**--**40**16 (76.2%)2 (9.5%)3 14.3%)21(100%)**41**--**50**58 (45.0%)59 (45.7%)12 (9.3%)129(100%)**51**--**60**60 (55.0%)4 (3.7%)45 (41.3%)109(100%)**above 60**0 (0.0%)1(14.3%)6 (85.7%)7(100%)**Total138 (51.1%)66 (24.4%)66 (24.4%)270(100%)caseAge groups30 and less**2 (100.0%)0 (0.0%)0 (0.0%)2 (100.0%)0.000**31**--**40**9 (100%)0 (0%)0 (0%)9 (100%)**41**--**50**32 (49.2%)33 (50.8%)0 (0.0%)65 (100%)**51**--**60**0 (0%)0 (0%)55 (100%)55 (100**above 60**0 (0%)0 (0%)4 (100%)4 (100%)**Total43 (31.9%)33 (24.4%)59 (43.7%)135 (100%)**Table 1dDistribution of age groups according to marital status.**Marital StatusMarriedSingleWidowDivorceTotal**P -value**N (%)N (%)N (%)N (%)N (%)ControlAge groups30 and less**3 (75%)0 (0%)0 (0%)1 (25%)4(100%)**31**--**40**15 (71.4%)2 (9.5%)0 (0%)4 (19%)21(100%)0.376**41**--**50**111 (86%)4 (3.1%)7 (5.4%)7 (5.4%)129 (100%)**51**--**60**81 (74.3%)6 (5.5%)5 (4.6%)17 (15.6%)109(100%)**above 60**7 (100%)0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)7(100%)**Total217 (80.4%)12 (4.4%)12 (4.4%)29 (10.7%)270(100%)caseAge groups30 and less**0 (0%)2 (100%)0 (0%)0 (0%)2 (100.0%)0.142**31**--**40**8 (88.9%)1 (11.1%)0 (0%)0 (0%)9 (100%)**41**--**50**61 (93.8%)1 (1.5%)3 (4.6%)0 (0%)65 (100%)**51**--**60**54 (98.2%)0 (0%)1 (1.8%)0 (0%)55 (1 0 0)**above 60**3 (75%)0 (0%)1 (25%)0 (0%)4 (100%)**Total126 (93.3%)4 (3%)5 (3.7%)0 (0%)135 (100%)**Table 1eDistribution of age groups according to breast feeding**.Breast feedingYesNOTotal**P -valueN (%)N (%)N (%)0.397**ControlAge groups30 and less**2 (50%)2 (50%)4(100%)**31**--**40**13 (61.9%)8 (38.1%)21(100%)**41**--**50**80 (62%)49 (38%)129 (100%)**51**--**60**66 (60.6%)43 (39.4%)109(100%)**above 60**4 (42.9%)4 (57.1%)7(100%)**Total164 (60.7%)106 (39.3%)270(100%)caseAge groups30 and less**1 (50%)1 (50%)2 (100.0%)**31**--**40**4 (44.4%)5 (55.6%)9 (100%)0.508**41**--**50**43 (66.2%)22 (33.8%)65 (100%)**51**--**60**32 (58.2%)23 (41.8%)55 (1 0 0)**above 60**2 (50%)2 (50%)4 (100%)**Total82 (60.7%)53 (39.3%)135 (100%)**Table 1fDistribution of age groups according to number of children.**No of childrenNull1**--**45**--**10\>10Total**P -value**N (%)N (%)N (%)N (%)N (%)ControlAge groups30 and less**2 (50%)0 (0%)2 (50%)0 (0%)4(100%)0.014**31**--**40**6 (28.6%)2 (9.5%)3 (14.3%)10 (47.6%)21(100%)**41**--**50**35 (27.1%)28 (21.7%)23 (17.8%)43 (33.3%)129 (100%)**51**--**60**48 (44%)19 (17.4%)18 (16.5%)24 (22%)109(100%)**above 60**2 (28.6%)1 (14.3%)3 (42.9%)1 (14.3%)7(100%)**Total93 (34.4%)50 (18.5%)49 (18.1%)78 (28.9%)270(100%)**  **CaseAge groups30 and less**2 (100%)0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)2 (100.0%)**31**--**40**3 (33.3%)6 (66.7%)0 (0%)0 (0%)9 (100%)0.139**41**--**50**17 (26.2%)16 (24.6%)31 (47.7%)1 (1.5%)65 (100%)**51**--**60**13 (23.6%)19 (34.5%)22 (40%)1 (1.8%)55 (1 0 0)**above 60**2 (50%)1 (25%)1 (25%)0 (0%)4 (100%)**Total37 (27.4%)42 (31.1%)54 (40%)2 (1.5%)135 (100%)**Table 1gDistribution of age groups according to family history of BC**.Family history of BCYesNOTotal**P -value**N (%)N (%)N (%)**0.326**ControlAge groups30 and less**4 (100%)0 (0%)4(100%)**31**--**40**19 (90.5%)2 (9.5%)21(100%)**41**--**50**110 (85.3%)19 (14.7%)129 (100%)**51**--**60**93 (85.3%)16 (14.7%)109(100%)**above 60**7 (100%)0 (0%)7(100%)**Total233 (86.3%)37 (13.7%)270(100%)**  **CaseAge groups30 and less**2 (100%)0 (0%)2 (100.0%)**31**--**40**5 (55.6%)4 (44.4%)9 (100%)**41**--**50**40 (61.5%)25 (38.5%)65 (100%)0.283**51**--**60**32 (58.2%)23 (41.8%55 (1 0 0)**above 60**3 (75%)1 (25%)4 (100%)**Total82 (60.7%)53 (39.3%)135 (100%)**
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Limitations {#s0085}
===========

We don\'t interview the subjects face to face, all the information retrieved from the patient's hospital records, their validity and standard are open for bias. Recall bias was also expected as regards to their date e.g. age, age of 1^st^ pregnancy, number of children, breast feeding.
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[^1]: ^a^Estimation terminated at iteration number 6 because parameter estimates changed by\<0.001.

[^2]: ^b^Estimation terminated at iteration number 6 because parameter estimates changed by\<0.001.
